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Grundfos CUE Variable Frequency Drive
The Ultimate in Control User-Friendly Functions:

o Start-up Guide

o Direction of rotation test

o Proportional Pressure

o Stop Function

Control Modes:

- Constant pressure with or without stop function o Dry Run Protection
- Proportional Differential pressure
- Constant level with or without stop function
- Constant temperature o Duty/Standby
- Proportional pressure

Intuitive Start Up Guide
o Motor Bearings Supervision

o Over synchronous speed setting

Pump Family Settings

o Standstill heating

Dry run protection is possible from measurement of variety of dry-
running sensors or switch devices.

The duty/standby function is used to alternate between two 
pumps every 24 hours and if the duty pump is stopped due to an 
alarm it will alternate operation to standby pump.

Grundfos CUE offers quick and easy set-up. Simply key 
in application-specific variables such as motor data, 
pump family, control mode (e.g. constant pressure), 
sensor type, and setpoint, and the CUE will 
automatically set all necessary parameters.

When the bearing monitoring function is active, a warning will 
appear in the display when the motor bearings are to be 
relubricated or replaced.

Over synchronous speed is an option for a series of Grundfos 
pumps in order to extend operating range or reduce physical size 
of the required pump. Motor and CUE drive should be selected 
carefully to the actual load in the application.

Grundfos CUE offers a unique feature using pre-
programmed data for different Grundfos pump families. 
During installation, the correct values are set for 
minimum speed, maximum speed, ramp times, and 
other pump specific settings. More than 15 parameters 
are set to suggested default values when the correct 
Grundfos pump family is selected during setup.

When the pump is stopped by a stop command, a current will be 
applied to the motor windings in order to keep the temperature 
within the motor above the dewpoint temperature. No external 
heater is needed.

The CUE start-up guide ensures easy installation and 
commissioning and plug-and-pump convenience. Only a few 
settings need to be configured on-site by the installer while the 
rest is either done automatically or preset at the factory.

The CUE automatically tests and sets the correct direction of 
rotation without changing the cable connections when a 
pressure/flow sensor is connected during the startup guide.

The proportional pressure function will increase local pressure 
setpoint at higher flows and reduce setpoint at lower flows, 
according to how the proportional pressure control curve is 
configured. This function simulates a remoted mounted DP or 
realitive sensor and compensates for friction loss and saves costs 
compared to installing remote sensor.

Stop function is available for constant pressure or constant level 
applications and stops the pump at low or no flow. Stopping the 
pump at low flow increases operating effieciency by running more 
efficienct ON/OFF control and using a bladder tank storage during 
low flow. 

Grundfos CUE provides a series of pre-defined pumping 
application control modes
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Grundfos CUE Variable Frequency Drive
 Navigating the CUE:

For connection to building management
systems, Communication Interface (CIM/CIU)
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Pumps with CUE for variable speed at any location, any pump type
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CIM/CIU Type

BACnet IP

Protocol

Communication protocols

LONworks
PROFIBUS DP
PROFINET IO
Modbus RTU
Modbus TCP

BACnet MS/TP
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Lower operating cost:
Reacting to system performance data, adjusting to 
demands for any location, any pump type in e.g. 
wastewater and raw water intake applications

Less space required:
Smallest enclosed drive solution requires less space 
and suitable for near-pump installation requirements 
in all environments and lower CAPEX

Perfectly suited for retrofit applications: 
System retrofits to variable speed pumps by adding a 
wallmount drive to your installation 

Easy commisioning:
Control modes are easy to commission, matching the
system design criteria, to reduce time with start-up 
menue.
- Proportional pressure with flow estimation based on 
simple pump inputs: Hmax, Hnon, Qnom
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